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Abstract
This internship report is divided into two sedions•• placement component
and a research component The first. a placement component, desaibes an
internship completed at two sites on the Avalon Peninsula. The placement
component addresses the settings. the goals and objectives of the internship, a
description of how these 'N'8r8 realized as well as the intem's personal
reflections. Section two disOJsses a study identifying the expectations
-preparents· hold for their future children. To gather such information, the study
used survey data from thirty-four subjects. The study also attempted to
determine if differences exist between the expectations of ·pre-nlothers· and
·pre-fathers". Results identified thirty-three categories of desired traits and 27
groups of attributes considered undesirable. While no significant differences
existed in the expectations held by males and females for their dlildren. findings
suggest that some gender differences might exist in the adolescent population.
The results are believed to have implications for Mute parenting studies as 'N8t1
as educational programs and oxriculum.
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Port 1
The Internship CompoMnt
Batjgoale fpr ChojcA pf an In1flfDSbip
The Master of Education (Educational Psychology) progranvne at Memorial
University requires students to complete a thesis, internship, project or paper
folio. Having gained a sound theoretical base through completion of the required
course work, this candidate chose to gain further field experience through
completing an internship. This decision was based. in part, on the exposure the
intern received in previous practicum experiences at both the Roman Catholic
School Board and Virginia Park Elementary. While providing the intern with
valuable experience. both placements 'Io'ere deemed relatively brief.
Memorial University requires interns to complete a minimum of ten weeks
at a proposed field site. During this time the sholden! attempts to realize set goals
and objectives. carries out a required research component and receives
continuous feedback from Field and Faculty Supervisors. The research
component is intended 10 demonstrate that the intern is capable of designing
and carrying out a small scale study within the parameters of the internship.
Upon completion of the placement, the intern is required to write a
comprehensive report. Part one of this report outlines the activities performed at
the setting. The second component is a report on a research project carried out
during the placement.
Along with the opportunity to develop research and problem solving skills,
completing the internship allows for the development of the practical skills and
knowledge needed by a competent and confident school counsellor I
psychologist. II pennits the intern to further develop competencies in
consultation and assessment and in other areas where school psychologists and
counsellors are expected to pelfonn. In addition, the internship provides the
opportunity for independent work and the opportunity to model more
experienced professionals.
Rationale for Choice of Internship Setting
In consultation with field supervisors, the intern decided to divide her
efforts between two separate but complementary sites. Having recently
completed a practicum at Virginia Park Elementary, the intern elected to return
to this site for 80 percent of the internship. The remaining 20 percent of the
intemship period was spent with the Avalon East School Board. This blending of
sites was chosen for a number of reasons. The Virginia paI1( setting allowed the
intern to be involved in individual counselling activities and permitted further
development of counselling techniques, including the use of art, play and
bibliotherapy. Secondly, this site provided the opportunity to work with students
who displayed numerous difficulties and delays, including cerebral palsy, spina
bifida, autism, fetal alcohol syndromel effect, tourrette's syndrome, attention
deficit disorder, and pervasive developmental disorder. This experience
prcMdecI the intern with knowiedge potentially benefICial in future professional
roles.
The decision to participate in the daily activities of a school psychologist
at Avalon East School Board, was made as it allowed for involvement in both
formal and informal assessment practices, as well as consultative activities that
would not be available at the school setting. A second reason related to the
research interests which the intern planned to pursue. The research project
chosen by the intern focused on the expectations and wishes late adolescents
have for possible future children. It was found that the intern could gain access
to adolescents in the senior high levels and that the counsellors and
administration at these schools were receptive to having the students explore
M\se parenting roles.
Eyalyatjon and SUQftryjsjoo
Field supervision was provided both at Virginia Park Elementary and at
Avalon East School Board. Mr. Robert Cooper, Guidance Counsellor at Virgini.
Park School served as the intern's primary supervisor, while Mr. Fred Colbert, an
Educational Psychologist at Avalon East School Board provided secondary
supervision. Dr. Gary Jeffery served as the intern's Faculty supervisor. As
supervisor, Dr. Jeffery assisted the student in developing both components of
the internship and preparing the final report.
Mr. Cooper holds a Master's Degree in Educational Psychology and has
extensive experience in the field of counselling with young children. His position
at Virginia Parl<. Elementary includes his offering individual counselling, teaching
about mental health issues (such as sexual abuse and self esteem). conduding
formal and informal assessments and participating in various consultative
activities.
Mr. Colbert also holds a Master's degree in Educational Psychology from
Memorial University and is a licensed Psychologist. He has held the position of
Educational Psychologist since 1987 and currently serves schools in the
southern Avalon region. His work includes completing formal and informal
assessments and consulting with teachers, counsellors, parents and community
agencies.
During the course of the internship, supervision was accomplished by
regular meetings between the intern and field supervisors. Due to unexpected
medical problems, Mr. Cooper was unavailable for weeks seven through ten of
the internship. As a result of this, Mr. Colbert assumed primary supervision
during this period. As well, throughout this time, Mrs. Hazel Clarke, Principal at
Virginia Park Elementary. acted as on site supervisor when needed.
The intern met with field supervisors for formal discussions regarding
specific clients. In addition, field supervisors met with the intern for
approximately three hours per week to discuss assessment proce<:kKes and
results. The intern had weekly contact with the University supervisor through
meetings, telephone calls end electronic mail. Communication was maintained
between Or. Jetrery ald field supervisors through telephone contacts throughout
the duration of the internship.
Ratjonale for Internship Goals and Objectives
The Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Education outlines a
range of direct and indirect services for which school psychologists are
responsible. These services require that school psychologists be involved with
students, families, teachers and administrators in an effort to promote the
psychological and academic well being of students. The role of the school
psychologist includes the follO'Ning:
A. Consultation,
S. Psyct1ofogical and Psychoeducational Assessment,
C. Provision of Direct Interventions and Services,
D. Supervision,
E. R.esearch,
F. Program Planning and Evaluation, and
G. ContinUing Professional Development.
The intern focused on this list of roles when developing goals for her internship.
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In consultation with both university and field supervisors, the following goals and
objectives were decided upon.
lbtt Internship' A Posgjptjoo of AdjviJjft'
The internship at Virginia Park Elementary and Avalon East School Board
took place from April 14. 1997 to June 20, 1997, fO( a period often weeks. The
inlem spent four days per week at the Virginia Park site and one day with the
supervising psychologist at Avalon East School Board. Schools covered by Mr.
Colbert are those along the southem Avalon Peninsula and run from Witless
Bay to Trepassey. This chapler provides a description of the specific internship
goals and the activities in which the intem participated in order to achieve the
internship goals listed below.
Internship Goals and Objectives
The overall aim of the internship was to further develop the practical skills
and knowiedge needed by a school counsellor/psychologist. Prior 10
commencing the internship, the intem identified 13 goals fOf' the placement.
During the course of the placement, some modifications were necessary to
maximize the value of the leaming experience. Below is a listing of the goals and
objectives set for the internship and a description of the activities carried out to
meet these objectives.
"Goat 1: To further develop skills in collaboration/consultation.
The following activities were carried out to accomplish this goal.
1. The intem spent approximately 25 hours involved in consultative activities
with Mr. Colbert as consultation was considered a large part of his role. The
intem observed and participated in meetings dealing with the following matters:
student referrals and assessments, issues pertaining to special needs' students,
(for example, special transportation and provision of in school services);
counselling concems, and child protection concerns.
2. The intern participated in five Program Planning Team meetings at Virginia
Park Elementary. Present al these sessions were special education teachers,
classroom teachers, school administrators, guidance personnel, and parents.
The meetings 'N9re held to relay information to parents about their child's
progress and to outline plans for ongoing remediation.
3. The intern consulted with school personnel in the following schools
throughout the internship period: Virginia Park Elementary, SI. John's; Mobile
Central High School, Mobile; Baltimore High School, Ferryland; Holy Redeemer
Elementary, Trepassey and Stella Marris High School, Trepassey. Meetings
were held with principals, teachers and guidance counsellors to discuss students
who had been referred and/or assessed. Results of assessments and the
accompanying recommendations were discussed with teachers. On one
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occasion, the intern also met with teachers, administrators, a child protection
wor1<.er. a guidance counsellor. and the supervising psychologist to discuss child
protection issues and a number of referrals. Frequent meetings with teachers
were held to discuss students who had been referred from their classes.
4. Throughout the duration of the internship, the intern participated in three case
conferences. These involved personnel from The Janeway Children's Hospital,
Avalon East School Board. and Kidcorp Daycare. as well as teachers, principals,
parents, guidance counsellors and occupational therapists. The first of these
conferences required that the intern present both formal and infonnal
assessment findings 10 the above stated individuals in an attempt to assist
physicians considering a diagnosis of Attention Deficit Disorder.
The second case conference involved psychologists from the Janeway,
teachers and administrators from Virginia Park Elementary, school guidance
personnel and school personnel from selected junior high schools in SI. John's.
The purpose of this meeting was to determine placement for a number of grade
six children with varying degrees of special needs. This meeting required the
intern to suggest possible behavioural interventions and to make
recommendations for programming for one of the involved students. Each of
these meetings allowed the intern to observe field supervisors in their
professional roles as consultants.
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Goal 2: To gain experience in the administration and interpretation 0( various
fonnal assessment tools used by the supervising counsellor and psychologist.
To achieve this goal, the intem administered various Wechsler
instruments including the WPPSI·R, wise III and the WlAT. The WPPSI-R was
used with a 6-year old kindergarten child who was displaying inappropriate
behaviours in the school setting. The intern used the wise III along with the
WlAT with six students, ranging in ages from six to twetve years. Reports were
written for each assessment completed and results were discussed with the
appropriate school perSOlV'l8I as well as with the students' parents or guardians.
To assist in interpretation of results and in report writing, the intern consulted
extensively with texts including the following:
Sattler, J. M. (1992). AnQllm,,"! gf Children. San Diego, CA : Jerome M.
Sattler Publisher's Inc.
Trueh, S. (1993) The Wlse.1II Companign' A qyja to interpretation iK1d
educational intervention. Austin, Texas: PRO-EO. Inc.
The intern also met with her field supervisors 10 discuss the results obtained by
using the various assessment instruments and the interpretation of testing
results.
Goal 3: To observe and participate in the usage of previously unfamiliar tests as
deemed appropriate by field supervisors.
This goal was accomplished by the intern becoming familiar with a
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number of assessment tools used by field supervisors. These were previously
unknown to the intern.
1. The intem studied and administered the following instruments: the Connor's
Rating Scales, Test of Visual Motor Skills (lVMS), Test of Visual Perceptual
Skills - Non Motor (TVPS), Test of Auditory Perceptual Skills (TAPS), Test of
Visual Motor Integration (VMI), the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test Revised
(PPVT·R) and the Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scares.
2. When students were referred for an assessment, the field supervisors
discussed with the intem which instruments were needed and why they would be
beneficial in providing requested information. The field supenlisor reviewed with
the intern all applicable materials, administration techniques and procedures.
3. The intem administered each of the identified instruments and wrote reports.
Data from these was incorporated into reports written by the intem.
4. The intem also worked with Special Education teachers in using informal
reading assessments with primary and elementary students.
Goal 4: To further develop skills in writing reports of psychoeducational
assessments.
The activities performed to meet this goal are listed below.
1. The intern reviewed reports written by the supervising psychologist.
Particular attention was paid to format, style of language, and wording of
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interpretations.
2. The intern 'Nrote reports for the seven assessments earned out during the
intemship. These reports incorporated information obtained (rom parents, school
personnel, observational data and the results gathered from the standardized
tests used.
Field supervisors were consulted when reports were in progress and
suggestions/recommendations were offered when necessary.
Goal 5: To further develop skills needed in in(o""al assessment practices.
1. Throughout the internship, the intern completed five classroom observations
at Virginia Park Elementary with each lasting for approximately one hour. For
each child involved, observations were carried out in different settings, with
different teachers, to enable the intern 10 better understand the nature of the
difficulty reported. Two of the students observed were referred for a
psychoeducational assessment because of behavioural concems induding
inattentiveness, distractibility, and noncompliance. To assist in such
observations, the intem reviewed chapter 17 of Assessment of Cbjldmn by J, M.
Sattler (1992). These observations proved invaluable in formUlating an
interpretation of assessment results and in one case, assisted the child's
physician in making a diagnosis of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder.
2. The intem observed and participated in post assessment interviews with
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parents and teachers of referred students. For two of these assessments, the
intern met separately with teachers and parents to present assessment results
before meeting with these individuals as a group. In ead1 ease, results wer.
presented and parents and teachers 'Nef8 provided with explanations for the
offered interpretations and recommendations.
Goal 6: To provide individual counselling to students.
This was accomplished through carrying a case load of eight students for
the duration of the intemship. Thirty minute sessions were held with each
student on a weekly basis, or if deemed necessary. additional meetings were
arranged. In total, the intern completed approltimately 40 hours of individual
counselling. These sessions dealt with problems including; family viOlence,
behaviour problems, self-esteem issues, learning ditfiOJlties and anger
management
Goal 7: To gain experience in detivenng mental health programs.
The intern achieved this goal by holding self esteem and anger
management sessions with kindergarten and grade two classes at Virginia Park
Elementary. The following is a description of activities carried out to meet this
goal:
1. The intern began the self esteem program with a diSOJssion of positive
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and negative feelngs. Students participated by offering examples d both good
and bad feelings. Having rec:enUy completed the EMling y" EH'joo No
program with the school COU"lS8t1or, this was a familiar activity tor grade t'NO
students. Each session was approximately thirty minutes in duration and
involved instruction and student participation. To elicit positive interactions
among students, the intern read books such as St,phanj", pgovtajl by Robet1
Muncsh, and played games with the students that emphasized positive
comments and interaction. A similar program was carried out with kindergarten
students.
2. The intem delivered an Anger Management program to kindergarten
students. This was thought to be a useful activity with this group because of the
aggressive behaviours di$played by some students. Activities and videos were
chosen. in part. from the Sunburst series on ·Contlid Resolution~. The intern
delivered three sessions to kindergarten students, each of which were
approximately 30 to 45 minutes in duration.
Goal 8: To consult with field supervisors approximately one hour per week to
discuss progress and reevaluate goals and objectives.
Throughout the internship, the intem met regularly with both Mr. Cooper
and Mr. Colbert to discuss issues relevant to her progress. Meetings with Mr.
Cooper took place at Virginia Park Elementary and those with Mr. Colbert took
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place at schools throughout the southern Avalon region or at Avalon East School
Board office. In addition, informal.discussions were canied out with Mr. Colbert
during travel time and through telephone conversations. Both supervisors were
readily available to discuss issues pertaining to student referrals as well as
procedures and interventions.
Goal 9: To meet with the Faculty Supervisor approximately once per month to
discuss progress and goals.
This goal was accomplished through on campus meetings with Dr.
Jeffery. In addition, the intern worked with Or. Jeffery to develop a research
component dealing with the expectations of future parents. Regular contad with
the Faculty supervisor was maintained through telephone and electronic mail.
Goal 10: To attend and participate in any inservices, workshops. or professional
development meetings thai may occur during the internship period.
This goal was not fully met as only one inservice was offered by the
Avalon East School Board during the internship period. On Thursday, May 15,
1997, an inservice fOf school psychologists and counsellors was held. Due to
school board restructuring and limitations in available space, intems were not
able to participate.
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Goal 11: To increase knowtedge and underst.-.ding at the various disorders.
disabilities and difficulties experienced by students and ftl"lCOl..X1terec:l by sc:hooI
counsellors and psychologists.
1. The intern took part in case conferences with counsellors and
psychologists. Throughout the len-week period. the intern participated in three
case conferences involving professionals (rom social service agencies. the
Janeway Child Health Centre, Kidcorp Dayear., Children's Rehabilitation,
school board personnel. and teachers and administrators. The cases discussed
in these sessions involved attention deficit disorder. pervasive developmental
disorder, cerebral palsy, spina bifida. learning disabilities. and various behaviour
disorders.
2. The intem observed and worked with Special Needs children in the school
environment
Virginia Par1t Elementary has two developmental units, one each for
Primary and Elementary students. Throughout the internship dilation. the intem
observed special education teachers and student assistants in their work with
children in these classes. As a result, the intern gained an increased awareness
of the following disorders: cerebral palsy, spina bifida, autism, and pervasive
developmental disorder. The intern also spent time in the regular classroom
observing and working with students who displayed behaviour problems as well
as fetal alcohol effect and attention deficit disorder.
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3. In an effort to increase knowledge and develop skills in particular areas of
interest, the intern examined various assessment materials. books and journals.
Topics explored included Attention Deficit Disorder. Felal Alcohol
SyndromelEffect, AutismIPervasive Developmental Disorder, Conduct Disorder,
Behaviour Disorders, Reading Disabilities, and General Learning Disabilities. A
complete listing of articles read throughout the internship can be found in
Appendix B.
Goal 12: To become familiar with approaches and techniques used in Play
Therapy.
The intern read articles and books dealing with the philosophy, goals and
purpose of Play Therapy as well as techniques used. Throughout the placement,
the intern regularfy used these methods in individual counselling sessions.
Goal 13: To complete research aimed at exploring the wishes and expectations
of 'pre--parents' for Mure children.
This goal was reached through the following activity.
1. In consultation with Dr. Jeffery, the intem reviewed literature pertaining to the
Expectations of Parents, and developed a study to explore the expectations and
wishes of pre-parent adolescents. Using the preparenting version of the
Parenting Wishes and Expectation Exploration (PWEE) Guide, the intern
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sampled students at Mobile Central High and Baltimore High School, Fenyland.
Subjeds for the experimental and control groups were chosen from volunteering
level two and three students. The purpose of this study was twofold. The
research aimed to determine the kinds of expectations preparent adolescents
hold for their Mure children. Secondly, the study aims to determine if
differences exist in the types of expectations held by male and female
adolescents. A report. which includes a rationale. literature review, discussion
of the methodology, and findings from the study is found in part two of this
report.
A study of parenting issues was deemed appropriate based on the
intern's interests and suitability of the internship settings. Particularly interested
in child development and family life issues, the i"tem viewed the placement as
an opportunity to carry out research in this area. In addition, the intern perceives
the role of the educational psychologist to be a diverse one, including the
provision of mental health services to students and their families. Through
gaining an awareness of the expectations preparent adolescents hold for their
children, the intern felt she could gain knowledge that would be beneficial in
future work with students and families. Furthermore, the chosen intemship site
enabled the intem to carry out such a study with relative ease. Through Mr.
Colbert at Avalon East School District, the intem was able to gain access to age
appropriate subjects for participation in the study. Furthermore, teachers and
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administrators at the rwo selected schools were receptive to the intern carrying
out research in the area of parenting. The study was seen by school personnel
as encouraging students to reflect on their values and betiefs as well as being a
valuable pedagogical exercise.
The ten·week inlemship at Virginia Park Elementary and Avalon East School
Soard proved to be a valuable experience for this prospective school
psychologist. The blending of sites offered the intem many experiences that
would not have been available at a single location and provided the opportunity
to experience both the role of a school COU'lsellor and that of a schoo{
psyd'lologist.
Activities at both sites enabled the intern to accomplish the goals set
ttvoughout the internship period. Both sites provided the opportunity to further
develop skills and competencies in conSUltation. counselling, formal and
informal assessment, research and report writing. Placement at Virginia Park
Elementary provided the opportunity to enhance slOlIs in counselling with young
children as well as to make more familiar the stages of development among this
age group. After completion of a pre intemship practicum at Virginia Park
Elementary, it was felt that further experience within this setting would prove
beneficial to the intem. Throughout the ten-week period, the intern put into
practice many of the skills acquired through course 'tVOrX The intem had a
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particular interest in the area of child play therapy and read extensively on the
subject throughout the internship.- This knowledge proved to be beneficial to the
intern throughout the placement. Similarly, the Virginia Park site allowed the
intern to further refine skills in assessment and consultation practices.
Although the intern wished to participate in inservice training provided for
school counsellors, this was not possible. The intern was able to review articles
and books pro.... ided by the school board on the topic presented.
Placement at Avalon East School Board afforded the intern the
opportunity to observe and participate in the role of a school psychologist. The
major difference perceived between the two roles involved area(s) of
specialization and the necessity for time management. The supervising
psychologist performed the role of generalist as opposed to specialist. Being
responsible for students of all grade levels, from primary to senior high, it
became obvious 10 the intem that professionals in such roles must be well
versed in issues affecting students of all ages. Similarly, because the school
psychologist is responsible for students over larger geographical areas, the
intem realized the importance of careful planning, organizational skills and
effective time management. This placement, as well as the Virginia Park setting,
allowed the intern to participate in consultative activities and assessment
practices. While serving schools of all grade levels, most referrals for
assessment services were from teachers in the primary and elementary grades.
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This is seen as a positive move by the intern since it will allow for early
remediation and intervention. Both settings also provided the opportunity to
inaease awareness of the various disorders and conditions that affect school
age children and their families. Unexpectedly, the intern learned that behaviour
disorders and discipline problems are not uncommon at the primary and
elementary levels.
To conclude, the internship route has proven to be a worthwhile
experience. It has provided an opportunity to acquire invaluable experience in
counselling, consultation, and assessment practices. Furthermore. it has given
the intern a more broad and complete understanding of the fields of school
psychology/counselling and has heightened her interest in many areas relevant
to these positions.
Part II
The Research Component
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"Toward Defining Adolescents' Wishes end ~ations
For Their Future Children".
In families, parents have been viewed as "principal causal agents· in the
behavioural, emotional, personality and cognitive development of their children
(Holden & Edwards, 1989). As with other relationships involving expectations.
the experiences and events which take place within a family are thought to be
determined in part. by a set of identifiable parental expectations. It is believed.
for example, that parents, acting in accordance with their expectations, will
provide opportunities to children consistent with the traits they wish to see
develop. In an effort to understand adolescent parenthood. researchers have
now begun to shift the focus away from the behavioural aspects of the parent.
child relationship and have started to examine the cognitions parents bring to
the task of parenting. Studies examining the specific parental constructs of
knowledge, expectations, and beliefs have linked the expectations of adolescent
parents to the functioning of the child (Stoiber & Houghton, 1993).
This present study explores the 'pre..parental' expectations of
adolescents. Specifically, the study attempts to make explicit the kinds and
range of expectations that these adolescents hold for their Mure children. The
inquiry was initialed based on the results of pilot studies carried out with other
preparents in a university setting. A search of the literature revealed that this
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topic has not been a focus of previous attention.
Background and RationalQ for the Stydy
To determine a parent's or prospective parent's wishes and expectations, an
instrument called the PWEE ( Parents' Wishes and Expectations Exploration)
Guide was devised and piloted by Dr. Gary Jeffery, Faculty of Education,
Memorial University of Newfoundland. The instrument originated as a result of
an in<lass activity carried out by students in a university child development
class. The students were asked to prepare an outline identifying the traits,
interests or competencies they would wish their child to have. Based on the
unexpeded positive response to this exercise and the resulting discussion. the
concept was fu1her explored with parents enmeshed in diffiOJtt child custody
disputes.
Results from the classroom exercise indicated that students very quickly
began to nole how the choices and experiences they would offer, appeared to
be related to the traits they wished to foster in their children. A further outcome
of this exercise was that respondents tended, in their lists, to be largely
describing themselves ( typically in about 80% of their choices). The remaining
traits tended 10 be either the opposite of what they disliked about themselves or
improvements on aspects of themselves that they disliked.
Results from early trials of the PWEE used in a small number of custody
cases, indicated a high level of consensus among respondents. Even parents
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who expressed strong negative views of their previous partners tended to hold
very similar wishes and expectations for their children (Jeffery, 1996). As noted
with the student group, parents tended to offer a self description in the traits
chosen. It was noted by parents who completed the instrument that the exercise
served to get them thinking about what they wanted for their children. As a result
of these pilot level explorations, it was decided that further exploration of the
phenomena was warranted.
For the purpose of this study, a preparent version was developed which is
8 subset of questions from the original version. The instrument has 154 items,
uses bolh forced choice and open-ended responses and includes a section to
gather demographic data (Appendix E).
Based on preliminary WOl1<s with the PWEe and the literature on parental
expectations, a number of areas were identified which were deemed to need
additional resaarch. From the results of pilot studies carried out by Or. Jeffery
with adult parents, it was expected that male and female respondents would hold
similar expectations and identify like traits for their children. However. Calvert &
Stanton (1992) report findings to suggest that different expectations may exist
between the sexes. They state that while both male and female adolescents
have a similar commitment to children, males may be more authoritarian in their
views and that females tend to be more people oriented and less materialistic.
Based on such findings, the nature of adolescent expedations and the
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existence of possible gender stereotypes were identified as areas to examine.
The CI.IT'8llt study attempts to determine if respondents tdentify traits that are
consistent with those traditionally associated with their particular gender. FOf
example, do females list as desirable traits such as maMerly, shy, and quiet?
00 males identify traits such as assertiveness, education, and career oriented?
Research Quoltign.
The following research questions were explored in this study:
1. What are the nature and range of expectations that adolescents hold for their
Mure children?
2. Does there appe.. to be a social stereotype or soc:ialty shared view as to
wtlat a parent ~shouId"want their child to be like, or do respondents offer
di1Jerenttraits?
3. 00 adolescent males and females hold dift'erent expectations for their future
children? 00 the expectalms listed by one or both groups reflect a gender-
based stereotype?
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literature Review
The influence of interpersonal expectancy effects has been well
documented in the research literature (Travers, Elliott, & Kratochwill, 1993).
During the 1950's, Rosenthal began studies to detennine the effect of a person's
expectations on the responses of another (Rosenthal, 1963). In 1968, Rosenthal
and Jacobson reported the results of a study that fascinated educators and
psychologists and sparked an area of interest that continues to be strong. From
their research with teachers, they concluded that a significant relationship exists
between teacher expectations and the intellectual functioning of their students
(Harris and Rosenthal, 1985). Basically, Rosenthal concluded that when
instructors expect fTIO(8 from students, the pupils will meet those expectations.
According to Harris and Rosenthal (1985), there is no doubt that interpersonal
expectancy effects occur. The important question seems to be rather one c:A
process, that is. how these interpersonal expectancy effects are communicated.
Agreeing that such effects do occur, researchers set out to devise models
attempting to explain or account for the phenomenon. Darley and Fazio (1980)
developed a ·Cognitive Model- in an attempt to explain interpersonal expectancy
effects. The model identifies steps and suggests that lhese lead to expectancies
resulting in manifest acts. The steps include:
1. The perceiver developing an expectancy;
2. The perceiver acting toward the target in accordance with this
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expectancy;
3. The target interpreting the actions;
4. The target responding to the perc:eiv8f;
5. The perceiver interpreting the target's actions;
6. The target interpreting his or her own actions.
Brophy (1983) offers a similar model to specifically explain the effects of
teacher expectancy on student performance. Adhering to the six step approad1
outlined by Darley and Fazio (1980), Brophy lists the fo{lowing:
1. Teacher forms different expectations for student performance;
2. Teacher treats students differently;
3. This behaviour communicates expectancies;
4. There will be changes in student sett concept, motivation, and
interaction with the teacher;
5. These effects will reinforce the teacher's expectations;
6. These changes will be reflected in student outcomes.
Rosenthal believed that expectations produce effects beCause teachers
provide an environment that is socially and emotionally favourable for selected
students (Travers. Elliott & Kratochwill. 1993). It was also assumed that
teachers' expectations influence how they behave toward, or treat, particular
children. From the teacher's behaviour, students infer whether or not they are
good achievers and frequently behave accordingly.
)2
Ih'hile many of the studies have addressed expectancy effects in the
classroom, these same effects are also thought to be operating in other
situations. Hams and Rosenthal (1985) state that· Research on the mediation
of expectancy effects needs to expand to other important situations where
expectations are likely to be operating such as..parent - child relationships·
(p.380).
The beliefs and expectations parents have for their children are thought to
guide them in the interactions they have with their child as well as in the
opportunities and experiences they provide. Environments offer the experiences
that influence an individual's learning and development. Thus. based on their
expectations, parents are thought to create an environment for their cMdren that
is conducive to the development of the characteristics and traits thai the parents
desire.
The influence of the environment on one's teaming and development
was first demonstrated by B. F. Skinner (Domjan & Burkhard. 1993). In fad,
Skinner believed it was the environment that held the key to understanding
behaviour. He believed that behaviour was 8 response to some extemal
operation performed upon the organism. Skinner also theorized that these
behaviours would lend to increase or decrease depending on the feedbadc. the
organism received. A behaviour eliciting positive feedback would be repeated
while lhose producing negative responses would diminish.
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Similarly, Rosenthal (1963) as well as Darley and Fazio (1980)
emphasized that behaviour was largely determined by feedback received from
ones environment. Brophy (1983) stated that such feedback may be controlled
in part by the expectations of the perceiver.
Applying this theory to parenting, it 'NOUld appear that the expectation's
parents have for their child 'NOuld serve to influence them to act in particular
ways toward the child. Parents, based on their expectations, thus influence their
children to exhibit desired behaviours and charaet.eristics. According to Skinner,
the parent. guided by his or her expectations, encourages the ocx:urrence of
specific behaviours ("terminal responses~) by shaping instances of that
behaviour or behaviours that approach the target expectations (Domjen &
Buri<hard, 1993). More simply, the frequency and likelihood of the behaviour
occurring could be inaeased by parents responding differentially to displays of
particular behaviours.
It was Skinner's belief that, while the ultimate initiation of responses
belongs with the organism. parents can do things to increase or decrease the
likelihood of those responses (Comjan & Burkhard, 1993). Skinner's theory of
behaviour relies heavily on the processes of reinforcement and punishment.
Reinforcement occurs when behaviours are increased by giving the learner
something valued or desired or by removing an undesirable consequence. In
contrast. punishment occurs when behaviour decreases as 8 result of being
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presented with an undesirable consequence, or by eliminating something the
Isamer believes is important (Eggsn & Kauchak. 1994). Parents are thought to
be able to "shape" or mould their children by assigning to them. certain
characteristics or attributes, and then recognizing and reinfordng displays of
behaviours reflecting those characteristics and attributes.
I/!Jhjle difrerent individuals have different expectations for their children, it
is useful to consider that a given individual may be consistent in his or her own
expectations. It is possible, and perhaps even likely, that tv.'O parents in the
same family will both share the same or very similar expectations for their child.
Dix (1993) appears to essentially support this view when he points out that the
behaviours reflecting expectations are not fixed, but instead reflect the kind of
interactions that characterize their particular parent - child relationship. He
assumed that parental expectations for their children are not rooted in 8 single
or widely shared stereotype and that these expectations may thus vary from
parent to parent That such variability exists is the focus of the current study.
While it is accepted that expedations may differ between individual parents and
that even parents within the same family may differ. it is also useful to consider
that within the same family, expectations may be shared. One might even
hypothesize that there would be greater agreement on expectancies within a
family than would be found between families. It is these wishes and values that
are believed 10 influence the behaviour of the parent and the resulting behaviour
lS
and characteristics of particular children. The possible existence of both shared
expectancies and expectancy based feedback is evident in the research on seW-
fulfilling prophecy which demonstrates that 'perceivers' (i.e., parents) elicit from
'partners' (Le.• children), behaviours that confirm the 'perceiv8r$' initial
expectations (Harris & Rosenthal, 1985; Jussim, 1986). More work and a clearer
definition of the links between expectancies and parenting ads is needed. As
noted above, efforts to clarify are being made (Darley and Fazio, 1980; Fox
1991). While an understanding of these links is crucial and a priority for the
practitioner, it is necessary for the researcher to first clarify the nature of
potential controlling factors, in this case, parental expectancies. prior to
assessing how these might adually impact on behaviolX.
To aSSBSS the behaviours and expectations of parents, Fox (1991)
developed an instrument called the Parenting Inventory. Young Children (PI). In
a study using the Pl. it was determined that developmental expectations held by
parents are consistent with actual parent behaviours (Fox, 1991). The
expectation's parents have for their children can be applied to the cognitive
model of interpersonal expectancy effects developed by Dar1ey and Fazio
(1980). Given that parental expectations appear to have such a large impact on
the attributes assigned to children as well as the behaviour of the parents.
further exploration of the nature and range of these parent expectations would
be beneficial.
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In an attempt to better understand parenthood during adolelC8flC8.
Stoiber & Houghton (1993) examined the parental constructs of knowfedge,
expectations and beliefs. Results of their study indicated that expectations W'8f'8
the only construct to be associated with the functioning of the child.
~ previously stated, this present study attempts to make more explicit the
range and nature of expectations that older adolescents hold regarding traits for
their Mure children. More specifically, this study asks respondents to speculate
about 8 broad range of traits. abilities and activities they would like to see in
their young.
From an educational perspective. gaining an awareness of the
expectations teens hold for their Mure children could provide insight into the
environments they would provide. Such speculation might encourage
adolescents to reflect, and better appreciate the impact that the particular
experiences they offer might have on their offspring. Being aware that
expectations can influence development might encourage young people to
strive to make explicit the traits and values. beneficial to the child and
acceptable to them as parents. Expectations can create behaviour. This study
looks at what is deemed to be a key step in this process, namely, the specifying
of wished for traits. A comparison of the expectations of young males and
females could allow speculation about current views of male and female roles
and characteristics. Such knowledge could provide an essential basis for future
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educational programming.
Methodology
Sample
The sample for this study was selected from two senior high sctlooIs
under the Avalon East School Board. Both schools were located in nJfal
communities, each with a population of approximately 1500 people. Thirty-three
Leveflll students participated in this study. Sixty-six percent of the respondents
were female and thirty four percent were male. Subjects ranged in age from 17
to 1eyears of age.
Questionnaire
The specific instrument used in the research was devised by Or. Gary
Jeffery at Memorial University of Newfoundland for use in the present study. The
PWEE Guide. preparenting version consists of 154 items taken from the original
version used by Or. Jeffery. Variables relating 10 family background were omitted
and only items of a preparenting nature were used.
The questionnaire asks preparents (high school students), about the
characteristics and traits they would like to see in their future children. Questions
focus on traits deemed appropriate at young ages as well as those deemed
appropriate when a child has reached adulthood. Completing the questionnaire
is intended to help the respondent identify and clarify expectations, values and
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wishes he or she holds for a child.
The questionnaire uses both forced choice and open~nded response
items. A Five point Likert scare is used with 1 representing -Very Important", 2
"Important", 3 "Not Important. 4 ·Undesirable" and 5 ·Unacceptable-, Open-
ended questions require the respondent to list or describe traits considered
desirable and undesirable for a future child. A further section of the instrument
focuses on demographic data such as age, gender, marital status, and
education levels.
Procedure
After receiving permission from the Faculty of Education Ethics Review
Committee, the Special Services coordinator at the Avalon East School Board.
and the principals of each school. level three students at two schools were
presented with parental consenlletters stating the purpose of the study (see
Appendix A for the letter of consent to parents). Students wer. advised that
participation in the study was voluntary and that their individual responses would
be confidential.
Thirty-eight of the 52 consent letters were returned. Thirty·three of those
with permission 10 participate were present to complete the questionnaire on the
day scheduled. This study was completed during the last week of senior high
dasses. The timing of the research may have negatively affected the number of
3.
students willing andlor able to participate.
Not all items on the questionnaire were analysed in the current study.
Only those items pertaining 10 the research questions previously listed were
used (Questions 12. 26. 27, and 30).
Results
This section presents findings concerning the expectations that
adolescent ·preparents· have for Mure children. Specifically, it presents
information relaling to: (1) the traits, values, competencies, types of relationships
and vocations they would wish their child to have; (2) the frequency with which
particular responsesltraits were offered as well as findings suggesting the
existence or nonexistence of a commonly shared set of expectations for children
and (3) a comparison of the kinds of expectations held by male and female
respondents
In part one of the questionnaire, participants were asked 10 think of
when "their child- was grown and rate the importance of twenty-two identified
traits. For each trait listed, respondents were asked 10 indicate how important
they perceived that characteristic would be in their child. Responses were
measured on a S-point Likert scale where 1 indicated very important and 5
unacceptable. For analysis purposes, ratings were collapSed such that
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responses of 1 and 2 were interpreted as -importanr, 3 as -not importanr. and 4
and 5 as ·unsatisfactory".
The percentage of participants who considered each listed trait to be
important is shown in Table 1. Similarly. the percentage of females and males
who rated each as important is also indicated.
.,
Table 1
Percentage of Males and Females Rating Traits as Important or V8f'( Important
Percent Important
ITEM MAlE FEMAlE TOTAl .05-
1.A!:JIlllytopiayalonl US n.7 81.7 NS
2.A.sse~ 100 00.' 13.t NS
3.C.r.... Oriented au ..., .... NS
4. Child OrienNd 03.• 54.' 57.• NS
5. Community foIndtd 54~ 03.• ..~ NS
S.CompetlllYe 03.7 so." 54~ NS
7.ConIldent 100 .... 17.0 NS
a.Coopemw "J ..., 03.' NS
9. Impulsive '.2 20." ,.2 NS
10.lndeP41nclanl 100 ..., 87.0 NS
1,. LovIng/'Narm 100 100 100 NS
12.P.,......ring 03.• n., n.7 NS
13.R.~ lI1.0 .... .... NS
1•. sens. of Humour n.7 au 7'.7 NS
15.~ au 100 04." NS
16. Sharing .U 100 04." NS
17.SkbeldL.~ef 03.7 72-7 ".7 NS
11.StrongConsc:irtnclt "J 100 ".0 NS
19.5trong't'Wlecl 72-7 n.' 7$.7 NS
20. VaJu_friends au 63.6 ".7 NS
21.VlryHard'MIrldng .... .... 13.lt NS
22. Strtves for Future U7 ..., 78.8 NS
Matinal Rewards
Note;ChiSqu","lfysisfoundnolignkllnl:differ_IlItl'.05~"""
'2
1.$ indicated in Table 1, more than half of the respondents identified
twenty~ of t'N8nty-l'No traits as c:haradenstics they would wish their children
to have. Only one trait. lovingIWarm was rated 8S important by the entire group
of respondents.
Due to the nl.mbef of attributes perceived as important. three groupings
have been identified; those ranked important by (1) more than 90% of
respondents, (2) between 75-89% of respondents and, (3) between 50 and 74%
of participants. The following list presents, in ranked order, those traits most
desired by 90% or more of the sample group of pre-parents:
1. LovingIWann.
2. Strong Conscience.
3. Confi_~
•. Independent,
5. Sensitive,
6. Willing to share [things and time with others].
7. Very Hard WO<t<ing,
8. Cooperative,
9. Assertive,
10. Career Oriented. and
, 1. Reflective.
The three traits ranked as desirable by respondents include: a "sense of
humour", wstrong willed', and 'striving for material rewards·,
Between half and three quarters of the adolescents rated a further seven
of twenty-two traits as desirable for a Mure child. Those trails arB presented in
rank order below.
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1. Persevering,
2. Ability to play alone,
3. Skilled leader.
4. Values friends,
5. Community minded,
6. Child oriented, and
7. Competitive.
A single trait, impulsivity, was identified as being important by only about one
fifth of respondents.
To further identify the range of expectations held by adolescents for their
future children, respondents were asked. in an open-ended question, to provide
or briefly desetibe, ten characteristics they would like to see in their future
children. A total of sixty-four traits were identified. While some traits were more
frequently offered by respondents, the diversity of characteristics listed is noted.
Analysis of the wrinen trait lists provided by males and females indicates
that many respondents offered similar traits as thoss deemed desirable for their
future children. Though it was requested that participants list ten attributes, it
was frequently found that a given respondent actually offered fewer than the ten
traits sought by the researcher. Often respondents would offer what was
considered by the researcher to be equivalent terms. For example. a single
respondent might list as separate traits, terms like -caring-, "kind". "gentle-. and
"understanding-. Similarly. it was found that participants sometimes offered traits
like "smart" and "intelligent" Using standard resources, including Rogel's 21st
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Century Thesaurus (1992), it was deemed appropriate 10 diminish redundancy
by combining lenn. Using this procedure, a respondent, fOf example, might
provide ten terms which when combined, yielded only two to three distinct
choices. When the lists were reduced to what was deemed 'alike" traits by the
author, the parsed list consisted of thirty-three choices. (See Appendix C for a
listing of equivalent tenns). For the purposes of reporting and to make more
intelligible the qualitative data, these categories have been further grouped into
five domains: PersonaVAtredive, Interpersonal, InterestsNocational.
Physical/Constitutional, and Cognilivenntelledual. These domains were so
classified based on consultation with persons knowledgable in the area of child
development as well as on tenninology typically used in Child Psychology and
Development text books (Dworetzky, 1993). Table II indicates the number of
respondents who listed particular traits.
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Table II
Frequency and Percentage of Respondents Who Identified Particular Traits
Domain n.. Mlillen-") Female(n-22) Total (n-33)
ParsonallAffectiYe
" "
•
"Cartngn(ind 82 17 T1 ..
"HIgh self Esteem
'"
1e 73 20 01
HonestyiMorai 55 '2 54
"
55
Loving/INann
'"
13 5. 17 52
Sense of Humour
'"
32 11 33
Trustworthy • 41
,. 30
OpCimisticlHappy ,e ,e ,e
Family Oriented ,e 14 15
Generous
Pa'-nt
Interpersonal
Outgoing
"
,. 45 15
"Indepeoo.nt
'"
11 50 15
"Cooperative 11 50 '2
'"
Leader 54 21
Open Mndednolerant ,e 14 15
Respectful 14
T.......
InlerestsNocational
Hilrdwor1Qng 27 11 50 '4 42
Oetermined ,e
'"
,. 30
Materialistic 27 27 27
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Tabla II Conlfnued
Job 14 12
OrientedIVIIeG
PaylngC.....r
Studlouo
Well EdueaWd
"PhysicallConslitutional
AlhIo1lo 45 30 13 31
--
30 23 27
Healttly 30 14 21
....- 14 •
HeteroHxual 'S
CognitlveJlntel1e<:tual
Intelligent 73 14 .. 22 ..
Common 'S
..-
Resourceful
CnJatlw
As outlined in Table II, the largest number of traits provided by both males
and females were those that could be categorized as PersonaVAffectiv9. The
most frequent response was CaringlKind with a total of 26 of the 33. or 78% of
respondents listing this as desirable for their future children. Percentages
indicate that approximately two-thirds of the respondents wished their Mure
children to be intelligent and to have high self-esteem. About half of respondents
indicated a desire (or honest children. with high moral standards. A similar
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number valued 'loving' as desirable for their offspring. One third of the
respondents listed as desirable a· 'sense of humour', 'detennination', 'trustworthy'
and'materialistic'.
Respondents also provided seven traits that were classified as
-interpersonal-. The most common characteristics provided were
outgoing/personable and independent, with a total of 45% of participants listing
these as desirable. Approximately one third of respondents indicated they would
like Mure children to be cooperative. One fifth of the adolescent group indicated
they would want a child to have leadership skills. Other interpersonal traits listed
by this group included tolerance and resped for others.
Six traits listed by this group were considered to be interests or habits of a
vocational nature. Forty two percent of respondents offered -hardworl<ing" as an
attribute they would wish to see in future children. Approximately one third
indicated the importance of determination and materialism. 'Studious', "well
educat8<r. and being 'career oriented" were further traits listed by respondents.
The fourth category of responses was referred to as
PhysicaUConstitutional. Within this division, participants listed 5 traits including.
in rank order, "athletic·, ·aUraetiveness·, "healthy", "musical", and ·heterosexual·.
A smaller number of traits listed by this preparent sample were Ihose
referred 10 as being of a cognitive or intellectual nature. Two thirds of
respondents listed 'intelligent' as desirable for a Mure child. Other traits
..
provided in this grouping were ·common sense-. "resourceful". and "aeativs".
Participants were also asked to provide five traits they would not like to
see in their future children. In total, respondents identified 53 characteristics
they would not wish their child 10 have, once again suggesting that expectations
differ among respondents. When lists were reduced into similar lenns, 27
response categories remained. As with lists of desirable traits, "like" terms were
combined, and domains were specified using the resources previously outlined.
See Appendix 0 for a listing of equivalent terms. Table III outlines the number
and percentage of respondents listing particular trails as undesirable for their
future children.
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Table III
Traits Listed as Undesirable for Future Children as Provided by Males and
Females
Domain T",' Femele (n-22) MIIleCn-11) TobIl(n-33}
IIfZ2 ""00 0/"
"""
0/33 ""00
PersonallAtl'ective
.<KIeIN.... 14 M
'"
,. 55
Dishonest
'"
55 14 .2
Egocentric 32
'" "
33
Mean/Angry 32
'" "
33
Lozy 23 27 2.
Substance Abuser 27 15
"",
,. 12
Shy 14 12
,,",SeIf_ 14
Promiscuous
Foul Mouthed 14
Impulsive ,.
Stubborn
Irresponsible
Immature
Interpersonal
VIOlent 32 ,. 27
Dependent ,.
'"
2.
Disrespectful 23 ,.
Loner
"
12
Prejudiced 14
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Table III cont!nved
Domain T.,. Female (n-22) MIIlaen-11) TotIIl(n-33}
tI22 ,,"00 OIl' ""00 0'" ""00
InterestsNOCIIlional Uneduca*i ,. ,.
Criminel8eh.mr •
Unmo~
""-"Constitutional
Homosexual
"
,. .,
""" "Overweight
cognfUvellnlellectuaJ
Stu"" ,.
As with the lists of desired attributes. analysis of open-ended responses
indicated that the traits categorized as personal/affective were most commonly
offered by respondents. The most frequent undesired trait was "rude/nastY. with
a total of 16 of the 33 respondents listing that characteristic. Approximately 40%
of adolescents indicated they would not want their children to be dishonest.
Between 24 and 33% of adolescents expressed concern that their offspring not
be self~ntred, mean, or lazy. Personal/affective traits provided as undesirable
by approximately 15% of respondents included substance abuser, liar, and low
self esteem. Fewer than 15% of the sample offered 'promiscuity", "1oul
mouthed", "impulsivity". ·stubbornness· and -immaturity" as attributes they would
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not want a child to display.
This group of adolescent preparents also offered five traits that referred to
the future child's manner of interacting with others. Approximately one fourth of
the sample indicated that they would not want future children to be violent and/or
aggressive. Similarly, they would not wish a child to be dependent. Fewer listed
traits like ~disrespectfuJ·."loner" and "prejudicecr.
With regard to interests, respondents expressed concern that future
children not be ·uneducated" or "unmotivat~.and that they not be involved in
criminal activity.
Three Iraits were dassified by the author as Physical/Constitutional.
Homosexuality, the most frequently identified trait in this group, was offered by
approximately one fifth of the sample. "Dirty" and ·overweighr were the
remaining characteristics within this division.
The remaining category is made up of only one identified trait.
Nine percent of the participants indicated they would not want future children to
be ·stupid-.
The following sedion will present findings in an attempt to answer the
second major research question as outlined earlier. In an effort to explore
similarities and differences in the kinds of traits identified by males and females,
statistical analysis was carried out on forced choice items. Using the Chi·square
test. no significant differences were found to exist between the traits identified as
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important by males and females. Such statistical analysis is not possible with the
open ended, multiple response items used in this study.
\Nhile no significant differences were found to exist. a range of
differences were noted in the frequency with which traits were raled as important
by males and females. To present such differences. male and female
preferences have been rank ordered in Table N.
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TableN
Frequency With Which Traits WeTS Ranked As ImpoftanWery Important by
Respondents
Female % Male % DIfferences
(F-M)
LOYingIWarm 100 lcvlngIWlIlm 100
SeflSitM 100 ........ au 19,1
Sharing 100 Sharing 81.9 19.1
Strong Conscience 100 Strong Conscience .... •.1
Coopendtve is.S C~J1II1ve .... •.1
CereerOriented is.S CarHfOriented au 13.e
Independent is.S Independent 100 ".S
Conlldent 95.4 Confident 100 ....
Very Han:fWor1dng 95." Very Hard Wor1cing .... 4.S
Retleclive .... R.nec1fve 1;1.0 ".1
......... .... ......... 100 ·8.1
StrWes for Future Material ".3 Strives for FUbJre Material 83.' 22.S
........ ........
Sense of Humour SUI sense of Humour n.' •.1
Persevering n.3 PelWWring 63.8 13.7
Strong'Nilled 71.3 Strong 'N!11ed n.' 4.•
Skilled L.eader n.' Skilled Leader 63.8 •.1
AbIlity to PlayAlOM n.' Abilily to Play Alone 83.' ..,
Communiry Minded 63.6 Community Minded 54.• ..0
Values Friends 83.8 v.run Friends 81.8 ·182
ChiclOriented 54.S Child Oriented 63.8 -9.1
Competitive 50.0 Competlltve 63.6 ·13.8
Impulsive 20.0 Impulsive "2 ,..
Though statistically significant differences were not found to exist in the
traits identified as important by males and females on forced choice items, the
level of consensus as to the importance of particular traits appears to be
different for both groups. Rank ordering of the identified traits suggests a
tendency toward sex differences. For the purposes of reporting, and to make
more clear the differences observed, trails have been divided according to ten
percentage points. For example, those traits ranked important by at least 90% of
respondents will be presented separately from those between 80-90% of
respondents.
A comparison of the traits ranked important by more than 90% of males
and females shows that seven were widely shared between the two groups.
Within the top ten percent (i.e., those ranked important by more than 90%), only
two traits rated important by females were not similarly classified by males;
·sensitivity" and a "willingness to share" were considered important by 100% of
females while only 81.9% of males ranked these trails as either important or very
important. Similarly, a higher number of females placed importance on their
children being "career oriented" than did males; 95.5% of females considered
this to be desirable while barely 50'" of males identified this characteristic.
"Striving for material rewards" was considered an important trait by more
than 86% of females, while only 63.7% of males viewed this as desirable for
their future children. Similarly, "sense of humour" was seen as important for
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females but slightly les$ so for males.
When comparing traits classified as important by at least 70% of
respondents. differences were found to exist in the rankings of 'perseverance',
'leadership' and the 'ability to play alone'. Females tended to rank these traits
as important more frequently than did the males in the study.
In conlrast, almost two thirds of the male sample identified 'competitive'
as a desirable trait for their future children as compared to only half of the
female sample. Similar differences are present in the ratings of avalues friends·.
Rank ordering of important traits also makes evident some unexpected
trends. Almost two thirds of the males identified -child oriented"' as a desired
quality as compared with approximately half of the females. In a similar,
nontraditional manner, 95.5 % of females viewed 'Career Oriented" as an
important trait for their children as compared to 81.9% of males. This sample of
female adolescents also appeared 10 place more importance on aiming for
-ruture malerial rewards· than did the mates.
Though analysis to determine significant differences was not possible
with open-ended responses, examination of the trait lists provided by males and
females further suggests the existence of possible gender differences. \lVhen
asked to identify characteristics they would wish a future d'lild to have,
differences were observed in the percentages of males and females offering
particular traits.
'6
As presented in Table II, half of the female respondents offered
"hardworking" as an attribute they would wish to see in their children. Only 27%.
0( approximately one fourth, of the males pro....ided this trait in their lists. When a
comparison is made of the number of males and females who listed "leadership
abilities·. substantive differences are noted. More than half of the males offered
this trait as compared with onry 5% of females. Nearly 75% of the females in the
study listed "high self-esteem" as a trait that would be important for their
children. Only one third of the males listed "self-esteem" in their records. A
similar difference was observed in the number of males and females who listed
"trustworthy" as a desirable attribute. A smaller, yet notable, difference was
evident in the percentage of each group listing "loving" as an important trait for
future children.
As observed with lists of desired attributes, apparent gender differences
were noted when respondents were asked to identify undesirable characteristics
for their future children. As previously stated, respondents identified most
frequently "rudeness· as a trait that would be considered unsuitable for future
children. However, 64% of the females provided this response while only one
third of the males offered the trail in their lists. Females also expressed, more
onen than males, a desire thatlheir children not be aggressive and/or violent
Similar findings were noted in the number of males and females listing
disrespectful. In contrast, males listed substance abuser, ·stupid-, and various
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criminal behaviours as undesirable characteristics while none of the females
identified these trails. Similarly, 36% of males indicated that they would not want
their children to be homosexual as compared to only 14% of females.
Discussion
The purpose of this exploratory research project was 10 examine the types
of expectations held by preparent adolescents for their Mure children as well as
to explore the existence of possible sex differences in the responses of males
and females. In this section, findings pertaining to adolescent expectations will
be discussed, including similarities and differences in the responses of both
genders. To present findings about the expectations of the adolescent group,
results from both open ended and forced choice items will be discussed.
In this study of preparent adolescents, findings suggest that expectations
for future children vary among individuals. Most respondents indicated many
traits they would wish a future child to have. The diversity of traits, to which this
group referred, would suggest that a clear, widely held view of what a child
should be, does not exist. Instead, the expedations listed by preparent
adolescents imply that what individuals value and wish to promote in their
children, may in fact be 'relationship specific': that is, what is valued and seen as
important for children by one individual doeS not appear to always be what is
deemed desirable by another. These results indicate that individual preparents
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are likely to have different expectations for their children and that thOse
expectations. may in fact, vary based on the gender of the parent
As slated by Holden and Edwards (1989), parents have often
been implicated as "causal agents· in the behavioural. emotkH"lal. personality
and cognitive development of their children. Certainly, the number and range of
characteristics listed both as desirable and undesirable by this group of
preparent adolescents could be interpreted to support such a claim. Similarly,
the number of traits identified as important when trait lists were provided would
also suggest thallhe child's global development was being considered. For
example. the traits identified were not restricted to one area such as cognitive
development. but instead included d'laraderistics belonging to affective.
interpersonal, vocational, and physical domains.
Sameroff' & Seifer (1990) suggest that parental cognitions be
examined because they mediate the parent's ability to parent and ultimately
affect important qualities of the parent-child relationship. Similarfy, Stoiber &
Houghton (1993) believe that what parents expect of and for their children,
serves to influence the 4child·rearing system" experienced by young children.
That preparents appear to have different sets of expectations for their Mure
children would suggest that the parent behaviours, as well as the environments
in which the children live, might in fad be very different. As a result, it would be
expected that children would develop differentially. based in part on the
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expectations for each area of development, held by their parents. For example,
parents who expect their child to be intelligent and well educated would be likely
to provide opportunities for that child to develop accordingly. The environment
would likely be one where books and educational activities were stressed more
than in a home where parents place more importance on other traits.
The second major question examined in this study attempted to detamine
the existence or nonexistence of possible gender differences; specifically,
whether or nol 'pre-mothers' and 'pre~fathers'held similar or different kinds of
expedations for future children. While statistics carried out on the forced choice
items indicated no significant differences, results of the overall study suggest
that the level of consensus between males and females, as to the importance of
particular traits, might actually be different. Similar to the findings of Calvert &
Stanton (1992) in which male and female adolescents were found to share a
similar commitment 10 parenting, this study indicates that males and females
have commonly held expectations for Mure children. However, differences seem
to exist in the frequency with which adolescent males and females rate the
importance of some traits traditionally associated with one or the other gender.
Some of the ratings indicate that adolescents may have begun to move
away from traditional stereotypes in the traits they view as important. This
female adolescent group viewed as important, traits that were traditionally
associated with male qualities and aspirations. For example, females in this
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study valued traits like 4career oriented". "independence-. and 'striving for future
material rewards·. In the past. such qualities were typically regarded as more
important by males as it was men who were most likely to be employed outside
the home(Newton & Newton, 1986). Likewise, adolescent males in this group
placed importance on characteristics linked with the conventional female
personality and role. Such thinking was particularly evident in that a higher
number of males than females placed importance on the family and children. As
well. males in this study placed value on characteristics sudl as 'sensitivity" and
a "willingness to share"; attributes that in the past were stressed as important for
females. In a similar fashion, females have emphasized the importance of
aspiring for a "career", being 'independenf and ·confidenr, and have placed
less importance on traditional values like child bearing and family life. Such
findings might possibly reflect a changing view of family, the changing economy
in which these young people live, and/or an increased sense of freedom and
equality for females.
Despite what may be a decline in the perceived differences between
males and females, results also may suggest that some gender differences still
exist in the adolescent population. According to Newton & Newton (1986), a
• large number of adolescents appear to maintain what might be described as a
traditional view of gender role attributes· (p.151). All males in the current sample
wanted their children to be assertive, independent, and confident, while all
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females wished their children to display more traditional female attributes such
as sensitivity, morality, and a willingness to share. The fad that 1()()% of each
gender rated these as important reflects the traditionaf views of gender role
attributes and behaviour associated with each group.
All unexpected point of interest in the study is the existence of what may
be tenned "traditional" thinking around the issue of homosexuality. While this
s1udy implies that the matter is of greater concern for mares than females, it is
clear that concerns exist in the female population as well. Both in desirable and
undesirable characteristics, males expressed a concern that their children be
heterosexual. Of interest. is that some of these same respondents indicated that
they would not want their child to be prejudiced or biased. It is possible that this
pref8f80C8 for heterosexual offspring might be rooted in concern for the marYMK'
in which such individuals are often treated by society. However, based on
comments made by some participants throughout administration of the
questionnaire. (eg.. ' I wouldn't want a fag for a child"), it is more probable that
such results refled discrimination, as well as a lack c:A awareness andto~
surrounding the issue. In a similar manner, Newton & Newton (1986) report that
older adolescents believed it was important for male children to be heterosexual.
Overall, the results of this study suggest that this sample of preparent
adolescents holds a wide range of differing wishes and values for their future
offspring. The findings also suggest lhat these aspirations may be influenced by
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individual differences, the respondent's stage of development. and by gender.
While this study did not aim to detennine the basis of such expectations among
adolescents, it is possible that some of the differences observed among
individuals, might be attributed to the phenomenon noted in pilot studies by Or.
Jeffery; namery that the responses offered in the trait lists may in fact be 'setf
descriptions' and might also reflect things the young people might like to improve
in themselves.
The domains of traits listed by this sample would lend support for this
theory since most are consistent with the areas of adolescent development
outlined by Newton & Newton (1986). These authors write that "during
adolescence, young people achieve new competences in every domain of
human functioning including physical, sexual, intellectual, emotional, and social
developmenr (p. i). Furthermore, the lTlOfe popular traits provided by this group
are those typically associated with the adolescent life stage. It is not surprising,
for example, that adolescents would lisl as important traits like outgoing,
independent, caring, and athletic. Each of these has important value for the
young person in that adolescence is often considered to be a time when
individuals strive for autonomy and freedom while simultaneously attempting to
establish new relationships and maintain the security offamily associations. In
an effort to determine the accuracy of this theory, further studies might attempt to
determine the age at which these expectations and values might have been
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defined and attempt to investigate the constancy of expectations over time.
Based on the conclusions of Stoiber & Houghton (1993), it is conceivable that
such dissimilar expectations, if constant and fixed, could influence preparents to
behave in particular, sometimes gender-based ways toward their children. Due
to the association believed to exist between expectations and behaviour,
students might benefit from the inclusion in theif high school curriculum of
programming focusing on this issue. It would also be useful if programming
addressed how such expectancy effects are thought to occur.
Through participating in activities such as was carried out for this study,
students might be encouraged to reflect on their own wishes and values and
gain greater self awareness. Not onry could such activities allow the young
person to better appreciate his or her current stage of development, but they
might also provide for a deeper understanding of how such beliefs serve to
influence behaviour and the resulting development of a future child.
In addition, a need seems to exist for educational programming focusing
on equality issues. Such programs should not only focus on the equality of
males and females but on equality issues of all populations. The apparent
negative view of homosexuality held by a small portion of this sample is cause
for concern and warrants intervention that promotes understanding and
tolerance.
The potential educational value of this activity could be significant. eased
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on the results, educational programming could be designed to better meet the
needs of today's adolescent and tomorrows parent. By encouraging self
awareness, such activities allow adolescents to gain insight into their present life
stage as well as to gain an increased understanding of their own wishes and
expectations and how these might affect a child's development. As MUTe
parents, this young population might be better 'equipped' to provide the best
possible environment for a child.
Information gained from this study might also be used to support, and
possibly increase, the current understanding of adolescent development.
Assuming that the trait lists provided by the sample are indeed reflective of the
adolescents themselves, examination 01 these characteristics might provide
insight into the stages of development (eg. early, middle and late) thought to
occur throughout the adolescent years. Future studies might focus on
adolescents of a different age to determine if identified traits are similar or
different Furthermore, researchers may attempt to determine the types of
expectations held by male and female adolescents for children of the same and
different genders. For example, the types of expectations males hold for male
children as compared with those held for female children. Not only could this
type of question lend support for the notion thai adolescents might be 'self-
describing' in their trait lists, but could also offer insight into the extent of
possible gender differences among this population.
"
The findings of this activity might also be applied to preparenting classes
and/or premarital counselling programs. Information pertaining to the types of
expectations held by preparents and how these are believed to impact on
parental behaviour could offer prospective parents valuable knowledge about
child development [t might also permit young couples who are thinking of
becoming parents to determine if their wishes and expectations for children are
similar or different.
In addilion to the practical implications previously discussed, this activity
is believed 10 have academic value by adding to the existing literature on
expectancy effects. Similar to a study carried out by Stoiber & Houghton (1993),
this exercise has indicated the wishes and values that adolescents hold for
future children. To gain further understanding of how such expectations
influence parental behaviour and the resulting development of the child, Mure
efforts may include longitudinal studies that aim not only to identify expectations
but also to examine how these serve to influence the parent behaviours
experienced by the child.
Future studies might also consider socioeconomic differences as a factor
in the types of expectations held by adolescents and their resulting pattems of
behaviour. In identifying characteristics of abusive families, Briere, Berlinger,
Bulkey, Jenny & Reid (1996) state that abusive families are "typical of other low
income families", in that, they have "young parents with relatively little education"
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(p.154). To identify the expectations of preparents from differing socioeconomic
backgrounds would allow researchers and educators to add to the literature on
characteristics of maltreating parents.
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Appendfx A.
Consent fonn for parents of participating students.
Dear Parent(s) Q(' Guardian(s):
This letter is requesting your permission for your child's participation in • study ttIat
attempts to determine the kinds of Iraits and characteristics ·preparenls· woukllike their
future children to have. In addition, the study will attempt to determine if differences exist
between the expectations of mal.s and 'emales. This SUl"'Iey in no way encourages
parenting in it participants. It ~s been approved by the Faculty of Education'. Ethic
Review Committe. as well as the Avalon East SChoo Board. The researd'l to be carried
out is • partial requirement for the d~ree of Master of Education at~ University.
In order 10 colled data about the expectations and wishes of preparents, I will administer
,. questionMire to consenting I.v~ two andfor three stuMnts at your d\ild's school. This
questionnaire has been devised by Dr. Gary Jetrery. Fa<:uIty of Eduation at Memorial
University and requires approximat-'Y 30 minutes 10 com~ •. An information~ in
this study will would be stricUy confidential and at no time would respondents be
identified. PartiOpation is voluntary and you or your d'IIld may withdraw consent at any
time. Results of the study Will be available to parents of pattici~tingstudents upon
request. All data obtained" this resean:h win be destroyed upon completion of the study.
If you require further information, I may be CO(ltaded et (709) 753-7924. Questions may
also be directed to Dr. Jeffery, faculty supervisor at (709) 737-7654. To address yayr
concerns with an individual not associated with this study, please con18ct Dr. Unda
Phillips, Associate Dean of Graduate Studies and Research. at (709) 737- 8587.
If yay agree to have your child participate in this study, please sign the pennission section
attached and return It to your child's school by Tuesday, May 27. 1997.
Thank you for your consideration of this request.
Sincerety.
tGrnber1ey Studdess
Graduate Student (M.Ed)
10
ParenUiI Consent Form
~daU¥ter::===~(P.arentlguardian)give permission for my
sonJdaughter to take part in a study of pre-parenting
expectations. I understand that participation is voluntary and that my mild and/or
I can withdraw permission at any time. I have been informed that all information
would be confidential and that No student will be identified.
00.0: _
Signature: _
Student Consent Fonn
I consent to participate in a study regarding pre.
parenting expectations. r have discussed this with my parents/guardians and will
voluntarily participate. I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any
time. I understand that this study will not identify respondents.
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AppendlxC
Listing of Equivalent Terms for Traits Provided As Desirable For Futtre Children
,. Athletic: sports oriented
2. Intelligent: smart, thinker,
3. Responsible: reliable. trustworthy
4. Hardworking: ambitious,
5. Determined: perseverance, strong willed
6. Optimistic: happy, love of life, positive
7. Social: Outgoing, people skills, community minded. friendly
e. PhysicaJly Attractive: good looking, handsome.
9. Well Paying Career. have money. have job
10. Caringl Kind: compassionate, understanding, gentle, sensitive
11. lovingJWann
12. Confident: Self-esteem, assertive
13. Heterosexual
14. Healthy
15. Valves Family. married. have children. wife. husband
16. Materialistic: house. car
17. Musical
18. Open Minded
19. Sense of Humou'
20. Independent
21. Leadership Qualities: leader, good speaker
22. Trusting
23. Studious
24. Moral; honest. loyal
25. Well educated
26. Cooperative: hetpful
27. Resourceful
28. Respectful
29. Generous
30. Common Sense
31. Outdoors Minded
32. Creative
33. Patient
Note: Terms in biles Ite those deemed equivalent by the rese8rcher bUt not necessarily
presented by subjects.
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Appendix 0
Traits Listed as Undesirable for Future Children and The Equivalent Terms
1. 'Stupid'
2. Violent aggressive. hot tempered
3. Substance Abuser. druggie, alcoholic
4. Disrespectful: saucy, defiant. bad manners
5. Prejudiced: biased, racist
6. Criminal Behaviounr: thief. drug pusher
7. Promiscuous: sleeping around
8. HOfF'KJ$exuat. fag, queer
9. RudelNasty: auel, bad personality, bad attitude
10. Irresponsible
11. Overweight fat
12. Dishonest deceitful, sly
13. Loner: recluse
14. SeN-Centred: selfish. egotistical. vain. conceited
15. Impulsive: reckless
16. Hurtful: mean, angry
17. Passive: shy, timid
18. Lazy: couch potato
19. liar
20. Foul Mouth
21. Dependent
22. No goals
23. Dirty
24. Stubbom
25. Immature
NoIII: Terms" lab.,. those deemed equivalent by the researcher but not necessarty pfeMnWd
by ...-
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PWEE Questionnaire
7S
Parents' Wishes and Expectation
Exploration (PWEE) GuideCl'
(~Fomt'll
lNocv....,,;on-!il1~1-GatvH• ..Mffwy1
",iI m,ut'mM'm Ny OPt bot rcndnttsS m,bJilhed pI' Hvst 'n 'ny
ey withp!!t trw nat'n "milej..., pt u- I1'SM£
Pererlts' Wi...... end Expectedon Explot.uon (PWEEJ Guicfe"l
1~F.-'11
!NMV...... -.71G&107.Gr,H.JIitf-vt
Introduction and Directions
Many~t ..-:l~~ do not spend much tir'M thinking about the penon their cf'Iid might beeome.
Tl'lis questk!nn"l is intllncMd to have you think about thl futur••
The following que.tions uk .bout the c:hlract.ri~c::s.nd u.its you would lik. to III in~ d'IiId if you .,. •
p.rlnt or Wlrl to blCOInI Onl. SomI qUlstions Ilk .bout your blCkgfouod .nd your CUrrint situltion. Soml
questions uk about thI tutur.. or in othlt' warda whln yOU'" child would bI grown up Ind no 10nglf in your CIr,.
ThIs IISk is not fntlnded to lest 0( .sseu how good or how skill4td you IrI or might be u • plrlnt. It is d••igned
to hllp you identIfy Ind cl.rify the 'xplctltions, ....Iu.s .nd wiahls thlt you have or might h.V1l for your child.
You m.y f.eI thlt .ny .x.rcise which Ilks you to pl'edlct thl future is unrllUstic or mlybl IVln ineppropri.tl.
If so. trY to wspend your feelings .od .tUIWlr thl questions u best you can_
Kllp in mind that daritying or stlting your wishes, .xpectations end values doIs not guar.nt.. the -kind- of
p.rson your c:tIild will bIcome. Your wishes••xpectations snd ...Ilun. how.....r. do lnftuenc:1 whit your child
.Jq)lriences Ind hit or his ~1I1t_
Tl'link .bout whit you wist! '(OUr first child to be lik•.
You _ completing tNt queationneIte J:IIrt: for rnMrCh~, Md you _ frH to omit _wering Iny of the
foDowing qullUone.
1 IQII.:. Tbl. 01t't1mp"n Ny nor be rspdntr' mlbJlebed 9r !I'ss! 'n .ny
DY • 'Um"t tbe Kdtt«n "mha 'm 9( the • J1 r bclr
Parents' Wiahes and Expectation Exploretion CPWEEI Guideo
(Pr.-PwerltinO FornI.11
~.,. use the sep_l1e~ sfwet to record your ruponM to Md'l~. In the IClec:tI proyided, bftide the
matching number, pfMse record the number of me choice that IMst ,..n.cu '(OUl'~ ot your view. tisn...&lI.
suaDsn en,mbln w' in H9'lIna PltI. df'C'9Kd rbjl
(TJ .41* To""y AloIN 01' Spend r.". Alone
(21 A$uftiw
(3J C.fHr Orient'"
(4J ChiJdOrient«l
(5) Community Minded
(S) Comperirive
m Confident
(BJ Coopentive
(SI Son'tewlt.t R.ckla$/1frJpubiw
(TO) lnd~flfJt
(Til Lori'Ji!V'W.nn
(121 Pets#tvering
(T3J R~fle.ctivel IfItrosp«tive {. 7hint.-J
{741 s.tse of Ht.JI'I'tOU'
"51 s.n.snrv. to tM fee/ing$ of orhMs
(16J SMring.nd tIdIing to give tWN end",.tW/s to otMn
"1/ SUI«tLHd.,
I1BI Strong Con$c*'ca' V.,-y Honest
('SJ Strong WiJI«V~ .
(201 V.lues FrMnIh Above V'~1IyAll Om., Things
(2 TJ Very H.rd WortiniJI CMHr Oriented
{221 Strives for FutIJre fMterial R.~trb
13 From tM following list. pick the INN {31 Mea 01' Ktivitiu you would like to .-. your child fln9~ in. R.cord
these baid. yourc~ on your Ml$'III'M' shut.
(TJ ActkJg/Dre",.
(2J Contmunityl VOIt,tnr- Wtri (Youth. 5enior CitizIlnJ
{3J o.ncing
141 CAmputers
(51 Art Activities Ii .. Dr.wing. SclJiptIJreJ
161 E1«trDnid
m Fitn«ssMtdSeH~~t
(BI Indoor THtrI Spon
lSI Li:nening to Music
{701 M«Mnics
II II Outdoor Sporf$ li.e. lAmping, Hunting. Hiking. BikingJ
112J Outdoor THm Spora li.e. Socc.,. &$eNJf}
,,3J ""ying. Mu$icM mtrument
{741~o,History
051 RNding
USJ S~wing orN~ Ctwfts
"7/ T,.ve/
fItll WoodCrafUOI'fJu6ding
I1S1 Writ.i'7g Ii.•. story, poetry}
(20J Science Club Pro;«rs
(2 11 Stnr.gy G.m.( i.e. Chas. ser.bbIe, AdvMtunl
From the following list pick th,.. (31 CM'Hn you would like ro .. your dIJ1d "...... R«onf tNH besitM yom
choica 011 your MaW«' VI..t.
(1J VISuM AITs (hinting, Sculpting)
(21 Orgenu«l Rt!6g;o" (Chfrgyl
(31 Food P,~ntion Indfntry (Cook.. CIte" Rateunnt O~I
(41 M.rbting MJd s.Ja
(5J Ef'lginHring or Tttehnology
(61 Ef'ltnpreneurship ar Sm." Susinas
(7) Extteutlve / Senior M."egemetlt in urger CorpontirJn
(BI Me"ufecruring ("dfntry
(91 SpalU or RecrNtkNt (""'".g.",."t. Sp«t.#st. rn;n.,.1
(10/ Ham. C.", or Ham. SMVice Indu:Itry
(111 Cnft Merwfecturing! Catt-rle Industry
(121 Joum.,ism/ Publish;"g
(131 Scientffc Testing / ub ResHn:h
"41 uwendJustice
'T51 HistrJriceV Litenry/ SocW/ l.ibrwyR~
(16/ Meintetlence tH CIHning Indu:nTy
(T7) Medk.,HNItJI c.,.lndt.ntry (NufH, T«:hniciMl. Mtldiul SplJeiMnJ
(fB) Ptly&ic., ulxwrl Primery /ndu$tJy (F"lS/Iing; Ferming. ForaUY. Construction)
('91 Pttrformmg Am (Acror. CUnc.,. ComediMJ. Sin!Jfl')
(20) Po/feel Mi/;teryl Securityl Protection
(211 Po/ita
/221 Science! ResHrch
(23) Ouign or Commerc;'/ Arts
(24) Sec",rer;./ or CIeric.llndustry
(25J rnda InduUty
/261 C«nmuniryl Ment" HUIt/J Industry
(271 Educ.rion
(2BI ClJIdc.",
(291 JAed. Indusrry (Te/flfi$ion. RMJiol
(f) Sreff Memberl Wort.r/ 0". af e Teem
(21 Fareme'" Sup6rVisar/Bau
(3) Senior Ex«urivel SMJior M.n.~
(41 Campeny President! Supenntend«ft! Owner
(5) Consulte"t! ResHrcherl ArJvistH
I • be very di:sp/Ns«l/ MJgI'y 2· N ~teIy dirp/Nud
3· be f'lflUrnVuncOllCem«!. 4· N MJnN~t~
5 . bit very pluUdl et'/Cau"'ging.
(11 r~fusa trJ us. ·prop.r· cur/tHY
121 dou nor finish Hting the veg~r.bluan his ar hfll' p'-r.
(3) aften dau nar CtH1Ul in fram pley;"g aut drJOrs when laid
(4} doa nat pick up clathes ther.,. left /eying .bout his or tIM' roam
(5J aftlN! pock.ts tooslt cheng. thet is ~ft MJUnd hoUU. without ltt/ling you
(61 Itt.p 7. _rchu C.rtOOrlS whMI told not trJ
(71 .,_vs WMrs trJ ..tinlrontofthetelevisJon
(BJ hits friends in the houu .her 6ChOOI. IfVM though told not trJ do so
19) pfll'S:i:stently tells .~ whi,.-/ia
('01 refwn to _ dMn dothn or _r. to -.r cJom- with hoi-. it m. kn_ to "hod
("1 occuion., tntlSprofMhy -by M:f:idwf,-
('21 Retus. to get. hU'cur when youM..,.ubt/
(131 er 12. retusaorresistsgoit'tgcoehurch
(14J gets nose pkn:«I
(151 ohlin is en hourormon ~t. comitghome itt the IWMing on e «:hooI,,;ght
(IS} inti"" does hom. wod or $tudyintJ with fOd: music on n'IOHntely loud
(171 ~a.t.ttoo
('SI .t~ 17.ltUanoppo.$J·teu.fri«fdirJMOTMrlOOm ~~.,...~
(I9} .t.ge 19. infMJUyouof.,. ~homoUJcuMnHtionship
I 7 ~t do you feel WOCJId b. MI opritNI OT~ mount of CMlkt yow child $houJd h."e ...mIl the (oIIowing
...-..'
I . quite ohen 2 - oft." 3 - occu/on., 4·,.,. or ittfrllQuflltt
(I} witll otller"'lfIIIt(21 with brothelS Md_t~
(31 witll gnmd fJM*'It#1 rp.ttlfflM)
(4} 'Hitll grend ".rentf$/ (IMt~
(5J with sr.p btOth.,(s) Mdlor $i$tr{$1
(61 with cOlninsl wnt31 uncia ("'''''''1
(7) with cousinsl.unt31 /HIcJa (TNr.","}
(BJ with f.ml7y (i.e. ".,.,ts 'J frientb
'B Select which one of the foifowingMtuet/on$ you feel would be bat for your child etege '9-21 y••rs.
m Single .nd Living Alone
(21 Single end SMring Rttsidenc. With Another PtNson (Non Suu. R..rion.shipl
(3J Merri«l
(41 Living with e hrtn¥
(51 Living 'Hith Orlw Petent
(61 Uv;,g with Me
19 Wh., my child is gttl""" up, tM number of $OM I would like hitnI her to he"e is
('Ion. (21 two (3J thIN (41 four (51 nv. Of'more (61 no boys
20 When my chid is grown lIP, thelJUtTlbM of deughten i would lib him! her to "...,. is
"1 one (21 two (31thIN (4lfour (51nv.OTmotW (Slnogirls
2 I T1Ie ege .t which my chMJ should"...,. his or her liaI. child is:
III Under 1B {2119-21 (3} 22-25 (4J 26-30 (5130-35 {61 3~ {7J 40 plus
22 My child $/toukl he"e his or her lat chiId.oa6zca ege:
m 19--21 (2122-25 (3)2~ (4130-35
23 How mUly yee~MIouId ",.,. be betwHn chifdfenl
m one (21 two (31 thfH (4J four
(51 36-40 {61 4'-45 (7J "
(5} More
24 Which of the following do you fee/would be e IMbrie .nd des;rebl. ""etiomhip for your chDd, 'lNh.,.n .dulr.
to h."e with his or her ".t1Iterl
I I I inrimere reledoMhip th.t involves e lerpe .mount of time toge"'" Ii.• $"''' friwu/$, houn work. child
cere, cluln, hobbiuJ
(2) dose reJetion.ship whh some independence (i.e both work outside 1IorrHII $ome seperet. fMnd$. $ome
nights out without".,merl
131 close but~t~t~tioMhip (ie. with $"!Mre,. bMtk eccount:s/~U/Mre,. tniu
or "ecllriotu,.some.".,.,. friendsJ
(41 ~ but quite~t l'lJliltionIh" (I. ... together 0"'" but,."... working in dlffWWlt communities
~d both lHdittg quitI' -/Mn".'- but s..".nt.. fivaJ
25 ~t would you COfISidfJr to 1M WI KCept.tJM (dairebl.1 raidenc••~t for your child .t.ge .bout 22
rNI'S'
m Livinginmyhome
(2} Living /e$s "*' 15 hWJcit• • wer
(3) Living' 5 to 30 min• • -r
(4) Living 30 to 60 mit.•wq
(5/ Living 2 to 4 houI'S.-..
(5) L.irilg_d.yofdriritg.-..
(7) Living~ tMn~ Ny of driving ._'1' (or must fly /lotrHIJ
25 On the __ :IhtHt. iff or briIIIffy dfJSf;:ribe t8ft (IO) ch.ncteri:ltir.;$ you would hop. to:l_ in '(OU' child. You,
list might include~ nits, sp«iM .ptitud_ Of .biIitie$, veIue$, interuts, job:I or ce,fHII'S or eny other
"ch.,.cteristic-.
27 On th. MISWfN sheet-list or dascrilHt nv. (5) ch.,..cteri:stics you would very much NOT went to s_ '(OUr child
possess or d;spl.y
28 While .ns~g"" of thIIebow question:l, mtt child' Wit.! thinking .bout wI's:
(1J Fem.'. (21 M4h1
29 Th••gtt of th. child' WI'S thinking I'bout whil. enswMir!g thaI' quesrioM is:
(1J not Yl't born (2) Under' 'IN' (3) two '(e'.n
(4) thlH 'lNf'S (51 four 'lNfS (61 flvet y.elS
(1) six yHI'S (8) seven yet.1S (9) Eight to ten '(HI'S
"O) "'I''''''' to twelv. y..1S "'} OV., thitt..." yun
30 'would hilw enswered stNne of!hl'.bove quesrions diHtIflNltJy if the chid' hIId been I'bout t/WIking I'bout Wl'$
of the opposit. sex.
,,} Yes (2) No (3) Not Sun
31 11m: C1IFlm.III (2) ....
32 My ege is:
lTI under HS C2115-2O 13121·2.
161 36-40 (1) 41-45 C81 0.,.,. .5
(4)25·30 (5)31·35
33 MlritlllUtus:
111 Nevet MItried (2)~ (31 Separlted f4) Oivot~
3. Educltion LA....:
fll Lua then 9tllde 10orequiv"m
(21 Completed grllde 11 or 12
131 Completed T.....o Vie,. ulini1\9 past high school
f41 4-5 Vllrs educltion past high school
C51 OVlr six yllrs lduCition Pllt high school
35 I spent most of my cttildhood In I community ..... ith I populltlon of .bout
(11 II" thin 1000 (211000 to 5000 (31 5000 to 15000
(41 16000 to 50,000 (5) 5ססoo to 10ססoo (61 Ov.r 100,000
36 Eithet Of both of my perlnu: '*:I beln prlviously mlm.d.
(11 YI. 121 No (3J Not cenein
37 I hev•• tor.lof (C:Mct balowl brothenl and aist.rs.
111 on. 121 two (3) tlYH 1.1 four 151 five
(61 six (11 SII~ 181 tight {91 niM (101 t.n or mot.
1111 no brothWs or sist-.
38 I "'.v. lc:Mc:t '*owl mU c:hiIdrwI.
(11 noM 1210M {31 two 141 dUM IS} four lEiI fivtI or morw
39 I hIIv. Id'lect tMIowl ,....,.. e:tuldr.n.
(11 noM 121 OM 131 two 1.1 thrH {51 four {SI fin or mor.
40 WMn 1 hlldmv fimeMd I was:
111 ..md.r 16 121 18-20 13121-2. {4125-30
{51 31-35 {SI 36-<W C7I 41 .....5 lSI ov.r .5
191 I "'aWl no childr.n




